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A cautionary report of calculating methane
emissions using low-cost fence-line sensors

Stuart N. Riddick1,*, Riley Ancona1, Fancy Cheptonui1, Clay S. Bell1, Aidan Duggan1,
Kristine E. Bennett1, and Daniel J. Zimmerle1

Methane (CH4) is emitted during extraction, processing, and transport processes in the natural gas industry.
As a powerful greenhouse gas, CH4 releases are harmful to the environment. Operators aim to minimize
methane loss, and continuous monitoring using low-cost fence-line sensors are now being developed to
observe methane enhancements downwind of operations. However, it is not clear how useful these systems
are and whether they can be used to quantify emissions or simply identify the presence of a leak. To
investigate this, we deployed 4 calibrated low-cost sensors 30 m from emissions of known rates over
a 48-h period. The aims were to determine: (1) how much of the time a fence-line system would detect
a leakage event from a single, point source of the size typically seen at oil and gas production well pads
and (2) how accurately a fence-line system can estimate CH4 emissions using a relatively simple downwind
dispersion method. Our results show that during a 48-h measurement period, the fence-line sensor network
could detect CH4 releases of 84 g h–1 40% of the time and 100% of the time for emissions greater than
167 g h–1 using an enhancement threshold of 2 ppm. A Gaussian plume inversion based on binned centerline,
maximum measured concentrations and the WindTrax Lagrangian particle model were each tested. With these
models, average estimated emissions were within ±50% of a known emission rate in 24 h and ±25% in 48 h;
however, estimated individual 20-min average emissions vary by more than a factor of 10. A simple Gaussian
plume inversion using all of the measured concentrations produced unreasonable average emission estimates
because of the inability of the equation to parameterize lateral dispersion at distances less than 100 m when
the sensor was on the edge of the plume.This study provides evidence to support the use of low-cost sensors
as autonomous fence-line monitoring systems to detect and potentially quantify emissions. If the sensors are
properly calibrated and sensor deployment location is optimized for prevailing wind directions at each site,
fence-line systems could be used routinely to quantify emissions from oil and gas infrastructure.
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1. Introduction
Methane (CH4) is emitted during extraction, processing,
and transport processes in the natural gas industry due to
planned venting, unplanned fugitive releases, and as
unburned CH4 in combustion exhaust streams. As a pow-
erful greenhouse gas and global ozone precursor, uncon-
trolled CH4 releases are harmful to the environment and
represent a loss to natural gas companies. Additionally,
gas consumers and regulators are putting pressure on
natural gas companies to reduce emissions, particularly
of fugitive emissions, and provide certification of good
practice. For example, legislation in the European Union’s
(EU) CH4 strategy targets 55% reduction in CH4 emissions
by 2030, as compared to 1990 levels (EU, 2021), while
certification includes the Natural Gas Supply Coopera-
tive’s certification process, Project Canary’s TrustWell

certification, and the Rocky Mountain Institute—SYSTEM-
IQ’s MiQ standard. It is therefore in the interests of oil and
gas (O&G) operators to keep losses at a minimum.

The focus on fugitive emissions reduction has
increased interest in advanced, or “next generation” meth-
ods for leak detection (Bell et al., 2020). These methods
may be loosely grouped into 2 categories: (1) survey meth-
ods—a sensor or sensors are transported around a facility,
collects data via one or more sensors, and analytics detect,
and possibly quantify, from the facility, and (2) continuous
monitoring—a set of sensors is installed on a facility more-
or-less permanently and continuously—and likely autono-
mously—collects sensor data. These data are processed by
analytics to detect, and possibly quantify, emissions from
the facility.

In general, continuous monitors operate more of the
time (daylight hours for some systems, continuously for
others), allowing them to detect unexpected releases
sooner than survey methods, which are typically sched-
uled on a monthly or less frequent basis. In contrast,
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survey methods can generally deploy more expensive sen-
sors, and, by moving the sensor in an intelligent way,
augment sensor readings with spatial data to improve
detection probabilities.

Leak detector and repair (LDAR) methods are used by
O&G operators to identify and correct upset emission con-
ditions and can be classed as either in situ or downwind
observations. In situ methods include observing the size of
bubbles on leaking infrastructure (Log et al., 2019), Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency’s (EPA, 2021) Method 21,
detecting emissions using optical gas imaging cameras (Bell
et al., 2017; Log et al., 2019; Zimmerle et al., 2020), and hi-
flow sampling (Bell et al., 2017; Riddick et al., 2022). The
main advantage of in situ measurements is that the instru-
ments are relatively cheap. The shortcomings are they can
take a long time to do, are survey methods, and require
relatively skilled operators (Zimmerle et al., 2020).

Downwind methods include the U.S. EPA’s Other Test
Method (OTM) 33A (Bell et al., 2017; Edie et al., 2020),
using point source sensors (Riddick et al., 2020), using line
averaged open-path lasers (Alden et al., 2018; Alden et al.,
2019), tracer flux methods (Lamb et al., 1995; Allen et al.,
2015; Vaughn et al., 2017), and aircraft-based mass bal-
ance methods (Conley et al., 2017; Duren et al., 2019).
Downwind measurements can have high detection limits
and may not detect smaller emissions (especially aircraft
based methods), require expensive gas analyzers/lasers to
measure trace gas concentrations, are mostly survey meth-
ods, and require expertise to run. The advantage of the
downwind methods is that most are quick at measuring
facility emissions, and many sites can be measured in
a relatively short time.

Of the methods listed above, only the point source
sensors and line averaged open-path lasers are routinely
used as continuous monitors. The advantage of continu-
ous monitoring is that it can be used to observe temporal
changes in emission and are more likely to detect and
possibly quantify short, periodic emissions. Open-path
lasers can measure CH4 enhancements up to 1 km away
from the emission source and have been reported to mea-
sure emissions as low as 58 g CH4 h–1 at this distance
(Alden et al., 2019). Their main shortcoming is cost and
a system that could be used to monitor multiple well pads
up to 1 km away costs more than $100 k. Point source
sensors are lower cost, but sensitivity and response to CH4

varies between individual sensors (Eugster and Kling,
2012; Riddick et al., 2020); they are fixed in one location
and will only detect an emission if the plume passes over
the sensors. The detection limit of point source sensors is
currently unclear.

There is a growing interest in the deployment of one or
more relatively low-cost concentration sensors on the
edge, or “fence-line,” of a facility. U.S. state regulators,
including Colorado, are in the early stages of requiring
continuous monitoring of O&G sites, starting with prepro-
duction (drilling) sites (Colorado Department of Public
Health and Environment [CDPHE], 2021a), and the trend
is being further encouraged by the development of a new
generation of more stable low-cost ($10 s) sensors. Fence-
line monitoring uses multiple instruments fixed at the

boundary of O&G operations to continuously measure gas
concentrations. If the measured gas concentrations down-
wind of a source are sufficiently higher than the back-
ground concentration for a set predefined period, an
emission is detected, and the operator is alerted. Cur-
rently, there are no published studies investigating the
use of fence-line systems to monitor/quantify CH4 emis-
sions from O&G production well pads.

Unlike natural CH4 sources, such as wetlands, that emit
gas in response to changes in environmental conditions,
O&G production sites emit CH4 when pieces of equipment
either vent or fail, and emissions can happen at various
stages of production. Taking a wet gas production site as
an example (Figure 1), mixed phase product is extracted
from the ground when the well head is opened and closed
usually using natural gas powered pneumatics. The pro-
duced condensate, water and natural gas is separated in
stages, and natural gas is exported for further refinement
via gathering lines. Gas in the lower pressure second and
third stages of separation requires repressurization using
vapor recovery units (VRUs). Produced water and gas are
generally stored in tanks and transported for processing
via trucks depending on the production rate and the size
of the tanks.

On each well pad, there are thousands of components,
including flanges, valves, and connectors, each of which is
a possible emission source. Well pad areas range in size
from hundreds to thousands of square meters. Methane
emission can occur through controlled venting or during
an upset condition. Typical vented emissions are the nat-
ural gas pneumatics found on the well heads, mainte-
nance emissions (e.g., VRU blowdown and restart), gas
slip from the VRUs, venting when the VRUs are over-
whelmed, and incomplete combustion of gas by the flare.
Flare destruction efficiency is generally accepted to be
98% but has been observed as low as 55% (Johnson and
Kostiuk, 2002; Chambers, 2003; Johnson et al., 2017;
Zavala-Araiza et al., 2021).

Upset conditions that result in uncontrolled release of
CH4 include stuck dump valves, VRU failure, flare outage,
leakage from either the flowline (well head to separator) or
gathering line (well pad to export), and thief hatches on the
water/condensate tanks left open. The EPA define a leak as
an emission where the measured CH4 concentration in air
exceeds a threshold standard, where the lowest threshold
from National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollu-
tants is 500 ppm (EPA, 2021). Unloading of water and
condensate to trucks is another source of CH4 emission,
but more sophisticated systems now use vapor return lines
from the tanker to the tanks to reduce emissions.

Methane will be emitted at O&G facilities either
through venting or leakage, and it is incumbent on the
O&G operators to reduce the emissions, with the prime
driver being regulation. Regulation varies both interna-
tionally and regionally. Some countries require O&G
operators to provide annual estimates for the flaring/vent-
ing volumes, have a clear government policy for flaring
and venting, and a governmental regulatory body oversee-
ing overall emission targets, legislation, regulation, and
monitoring strategies. Most other countries have venting
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and flaring regulations, but gas from process and combus-
tion activities can be vented to the atmosphere without
regulation (World Bank Group, 2013; 2021). It is currently
unclear how successful regulation is because in most
cases, compliance does not require verification through
measurement. New initiatives, such as the Approved
Instrument Monitoring Method in Colorado, require
operators to inspect components using methods with rig-
orously tested detection limits (CDPHE, 2021b).

Despite advancements in technology, it remains
unclear how well a fence-line system can detect/quantify
leaks from O&G production well pads and how quickly
this system can report a leak after it has started. Concen-
trations downwind of a point source, as might be expected
from an individual leak on equipment on a well pad, are
affected by the size of the leak and the meteorological
conditions, and the likelihood of detection will also
depend on these. If a leak occurs directly upwind of a sen-
sor during a constant wind, it is reasonable to expect it to
be detected very quickly. However, in a variable wind, it is
likely that the gas plume will not remain centered on the
sensor, and the concentration will fluctuate, at times, rap-
idly. Also, in low, unstable winds with a lot of vertical gas
transport, it is possible that the plume could pass over the
top of the sensors, and the leak remains undetected.

In addition to on-site monitoring, similar sensors have
been proposed for community monitoring of O&G facili-
ties, with some active deployments looking at both CH4

and volatile organic compounds in communities adjacent
to O&G facilities (Clements et al., 2017; Collier-Oxandale
et al., 2018; Morawska et al., 2018; Shamasunder et al.,
2018; Okorn et al., 2021). In general, this application is
further downwind of emission points and therefore likely

sensing lower concentrations of pollutants. However, com-
munity groups are often more cost-sensitive than O&G
operations and therefore driven toward low-cost sensors
and deployment options. These performance questions are
therefore of interest not only to O&G operations but to
community groups impacted by these operations.

Thus, in this study, we investigate the ability of fence-
line monitors to detect a leak. Using point sources of
known emission rates, our aims were to determine (1) how
much of the time a common fence-line strategy would
detect a leakage event from a single, point source of the
size typically seen at O&G production well pads and (2)
how accurately a fence-line system can estimate emissions
using a relatively simple downwind dispersion method.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Controlled emission methodology

2.1.1. Fence-line deployment

A simulated fence-line was constructed at the Colorado
State University Methane Emissions Technology Evalua-
tion Center (METEC) site in Fort Collins, CO, USA,
between August 27 and September 4, 2020 (Figure 2).
Four Figaro TGS2611-E00 sensors (Figaro Engineering,
Inc., Osaka, Japan) were deployed with control from a Rasp-
berry Pi and power supplied by solar panels. The sensors
were mounted in holes in the bottom of a weather-resistant
box and exposed to sample air passing the bottom of the
box. Each sensor box also contained a DHT22 temperature
and relative humidity sensor (Adafruit Industries, New York,
NY, USA).

Each sensor box was calibrated (details in Text S2),
mounted on a moveable mast 1.2 m above the ground
and 30 m from the emission point. The 30 m distance was

Figure 1. Schematic of the major pieces of equipment at a wet gas oil and gas facility, where c denotes the
flow of condensate, w denotes water, and g denotes the flow of natural gas. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/
elementa.2022.00021.f1
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based on Section 602, subsection (f) of the 600 Series
safety rules from the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission (2020), where vehicles must be at least 30 m
from the well bore. The sensors were placed orthogonally
and in line with the most likely wind directions (WDs) to
detect enhancements, where the prevailing winds at
METEC are either from the southeast or the northwest
(Figure 1; right panel).

2.1.2. Controlled emissions

METEC can reproduce constant CH4 emissions from 20 g
CH4 h–1 to 40 kg CH4 h–1 which are representative of
those typically seen from individual point sources at
O&G operations (Allen et al., 2013; Allen et al., 2015; Bell
et al., 2017; Pacsi et al., 2019). Release points are located
on realistic equipment, in locations where component
leaks are commonly seen on well pads and similar O&G
infrastructure. For the purposes of this study, where we
investigated the ability of a fence-line system to detect an
emission from a point source, CH4 emission rates of 84,
167, and 313 g CH4 h–1 were run for 48-h each. These
emission values were chosen as the 25th, 50th, and
75th percentile of leak size observed during measurement
campaigns at natural gas production sites in the United
States, not including liquid unloading events (Allen et al.,
2013; Allen et al., 2015; Bell et al., 2017; Pacsi et al., 2019)
or major abnormal process conditions, such as stuck dump
valves in separators or unlit flares.

2.2. Detection events

Methane mixing ratios in air were measured by the cali-
brated TGS2611 sensors collecting data every 5s. Three
detection event experiments were conducted to deter-
mine the fraction of time that measured mixing ratios were
larger than a defined mixing ratio threshold. Figaro sensors
were observed to drift by 0.002 ppm day–1 (Riddick et al.,
2020) and to account for any drift the enhanced mixing
ratio was reported instead of the absolute mixing ratio.
Enhancements in this case are the background CH4 mixing

ratio subtracted from the downwind CH4 mixing ratio,
where the background is calculated as the 5th percentile
mixing ratio over a rolling 4-h period to capture inter-
mittent enhancements from other sources in the
“background” measurement. Fixed enhancement thresh-
old values used were 0.2, 2, 3, 5, and 7 ppm. The 3
experiments were as follows:

Scenario 1—Calculate average mixing ratios over
a range of fixed periods of time and report the
average mixing ratio after every calculation.
Fixed periods were 5 s, 10 s, 30 s, 1 min, 5 min,
10 min, and 20 min.

Scenario 2—Calculate running average mixing ratios
over a range of fixed periods and report the
running average every 5s. Fixed periods were the
same as Scenario 1.

Scenario 3—Turn sensors on and off to conserve
energy. Calculate a 5-min averaged mixing ratio
for sensors that turn on every 5s, 10s, 30s, 1 min,
and 5 min.

2.3. Estimating emissions

The CH4 emissions were calculated using CH4 mixing ratio
enhancements and matching meteorological data using 3
approaches: (1) a simple Gaussian plume (GP) equation;
(2) downwind GP equation, and (3) a backward Lagrangian
stochastic (bLs) model. In each case, the 48-h average
emissions are calculated for the 3 release rates and pre-
sented with matching uncertainty bounds.

In addition to CH4 mixing ratio data, meteorological
data are required as input. Wind speed and direction were
measured every 30 s using a Kestrel 5500 weather meter
(Kestrel Instruments, Boothwyn, PA, USA) on a mast 1.5 m
above the ground. To reduce any impact of mechanical
turbulence while maintaining real changes to CH4 emission
caused by changing environmental or atmospheric factors,
both CH4 mixing ratio and meteorological data were aver-
aged over a 20 min interval to minimize any effects of

Figure 2. Location of fence-line sensors. Deployment locations of the 4 measurement nodes (Nodes 1, 3, 11, and 12)
at the Colorado State University Methane Emissions Technology Evaluation Center site in Fort Collins, CO, USA,
between the 27 August and 4 September, 2020. Map from Google Maps: www.google.com/maps. DOI: https://
doi.org/10.1525/elementa.2022.00021.f2
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turbulence while preserving variation caused by environ-
mental or atmospheric change (Laubach et al., 2008; Flesch
et al., 2009). Figaro TGS sensors do not work reliably in low
humidity conditions (Eugster and Kling, 2012; Riddick et al.,
2020), and 20-min averaged data were removed for mea-
surements made in a relative humidity of less than 30%.
The Pasquill–Gifford stability class (PGSC) during each mea-
surement was calculated from meteorological data using
the lookup table in Table S2 (Pasquill, 1975; Pasquill and
Smith, 1983; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016).

2.3.1. Approach 1-The GP equation

This approach was chosen for testing because of its ease of
application. The GP equation is relatively straightforward,
using an algorithm to calculate the emission rate. The
simplicity of the approach allows emissions to be calcu-
lated in real time. The GP equation describes the concen-
tration of a gas as a function of distance downwind from
a point source (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016). As gas is emit-
ted from a source, it is entrained in the prevailing ambient
air flow and disperses laterally and vertically with time,
forming a dispersed concentration cone. The mixing ratio
enhancement (X, mg m–3), at any point x m downwind of
the source, y m laterally from the center line of the plume
and z m above ground level can be calculated using the
emission rate (Qc, g s

–1), the wind speed (U, m s–1), the WD
(�) the height of the source (hs, m) and the PGSC as a mea-
sure of air stability (Equation 1).

Xðx; y; zÞ ¼ Qc

2pUsysz
e
� y2

ð2syÞ2
�

e
�ðz�hsÞ2

ð2szÞ2 þ e
�ðzþhsÞ2

ð2szÞ2
�
: ð1Þ

The standard deviation of the lateral (sy, m) and vertical
(sz, m) mixing ratio distributions is calculated from the
PGSC of the air (Busse and Zimmerman, 1973; U.S. EPA,
1995). The GP equation assumes that the vertical eddy
diffusivity and wind speed are constant, and there is total
reflection of CH4 at the ground surface. For the GP method,
including emission estimates when the sensor is on the
edge of the plume yields unreasonable errors and an error
limit of 5 times (500%) the known emission rate is
imposed. Average emission and ranges are then reported
using these filtered data.

2.3.2. Approach 2-The central GP (cGP) equation

Following the approach of Peterson and Lamb (1992), the
cGP uses many of the advantages of the GP equation, such
as simplicity and near-real time calculations, but avoids
some of the shortcomings, such as knowing exactly where
you are in the plume. Here, the cGP equation assumes that
the highest concentrations will be detected directly down-
wind of the source and avoids the inclusion of the lateral
dispersion as y is equal to zero. For each sensor, the mixing
ratio time series was binned by 5� WD sectors and the
mixing ratios in the bin with the highest concentrations
used for inverse modeling (Peterson and Lamb, 1992).

2.3.3. Approach 3-The bLs approach

A bLs approach models the movement of a gas in the
atmosphere travelling between a source and detector

(Flesch et al., 1995; Flesch et al., 2005). Simulations model
the trajectory of thousands of CH4 particles as aerody-
namic forces in the boundary layer act upon them. Each
bLs simulation determines the ratio of the expected mea-
sured concentration and emission rate in prescribed mete-
orological and micrometeorological conditions and scales
this to the measured mixing ratio enhancement (Flesch et
al., 1995; Flesch et al., 2005; Flesch et al., 2009).

In this study, WindTrax version 2.0.8.8 (Flesch et al.,
1995) was used in inverse mode to infer the CH4 emis-
sions from a point source. Each of the averaged enhance-
ments were used as input data to back-calculate the CH4

emission using 50,000 particle projections. Data used as
input to WindTrax are U, WD, T, X, and PGSC. The rough-
ness length was estimated from observation of the fetch
and estimated to be short grass, where z0 ¼ 2.3 cm.

3. Results
3.1. Meteorological data

Between 1900 UTC on August 27 and 1400 UTC on Sep-
tember 2, 2020, air temperature measured at 7 m above
the ground varied from 9.7�C to 31.9�C, while the relative
humidity varied from 9% to 99% (Figure 3A). Both air
temperature and relative humidity had strong diurnal
cycles. Wind speed varied between 0 and 6.1 m s–1 and
was predominantly from the south (Figure 3B).

3.2. Detection of CH4 enhancements

Four TGS2611-E00 sensors were deployed concurrently
with meteorological detection devices. The data from the
sensors were converted to mixing ratios, as described in
Text S1, and calculated mixing ratios ranged from 0.79 to
655 ppm during the measurement period. The 48-h aver-
age mixing ratios were 2.85, 7.5, and 9.0 ppm for the 84,
167, and 313 g CH4 h

–1 releases, respectively (Figure 4).
For a fence-line system calculating fixed time averages,

increasing the averaging time increases the probability
that at least one of the sensors will be above the threshold
value (Table S3). The 20-min averaged enhancement mix-
ing ratios were larger than the mixing ratio enhancement
thresholds (0.2, 2, 3, 5, and 7 ppm) for a 167 and 313 g
CH4 h–1 emission all of the time, while a 1-min average
detected a 167 g CH4 h

–1 emission 42% of the time with
a 5 ppm enhancement threshold and 13% of the time
with a 7 ppm enhancement threshold. All time averages
will detect a 167 and 313 g CH4 h

–1 emission at least 25%
of the time. To detect an 84 g CH4 h

–1 emission, all time
averages could be used equally well, approximately 40%
of the time, with an enhancement threshold of 2 ppm. All
other mixing ratio enhancement thresholds will detect
this emission less than 6% of the time.

For running averages, the length of averaging time
does not make a difference to the fraction of time the
emission is detected (Table S4), but the amount of time
that the sensors detected the emission decrease as the
mixing ratio enhancement threshold increases. For exam-
ple, the sensor array will detect 167 g CH4 h

–1 emissions
100% time with a 3 ppm enhancement threshold, approx-
imately 50% of the time with a 5 ppm threshold and
approximately 25% of the time with a 7 ppm
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enhancement threshold. A 2 ppm enhancement threshold
will detect 84 g CH4 h

–1 emission approximately 40%, and
all other mixing ratio thresholds will detect this emission
less than 6% of the time.

For sensors turning on and off, the data show it does
not make a difference how often they are turned on and
off (Table S5). For the 167 g CH4 h

–1 emission, the sensors
were above the 3 ppm enhancement threshold 100% of

the time, approximately 60% of the time with a 5 ppm
enhancement threshold and approximately 25% of the
time with a 7 ppm enhancement threshold regardless of
whether the sensor was turned on once every 5 s or 5 min.
For 84 g CH4 h

–1, the 2 ppm enhancement threshold will
detect emission approximately 15%, and all other mixing
ratio enhancement thresholds will detect the emission
less than 2% of the time.

Figure 3. Meteorological data during emissions. (A) Wind speed, temperature, and relative humidity measured at
Methane Emissions Technology Evaluation Center (METEC) between 1900 UTC on the August 27 and 1400 UTC on
September 2, 2020. (B) Wind speed rose as measured at METEC between the same dates. DOI: https://doi.org/
10.1525/elementa.2022.00021.f3

Figure 4. Downwind mixing ratios measured during releases. Downwind 5-s mixing ratios detected by the fence-
line sensor nodes during the 84, 167, and 313 g CH4 h–1 emission events. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/
elementa.2022.00021.f4
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3.3. Calculating CH4 emissions using fence-line

measurements

Methane mixing ratio data and matching meteorological–
micrometeorological data were input to the GP equation
(Equation 1), filtered for an error limit of 5 times (500%)

the known emission rate, and average emissions were
calculated at 12, 26, and 122 (all g CH4 h–1) for the 84,
167, and 313 g CH4 h

–1 releases, respectively (Table 1).
Using the cGP approach, the average calculated emis-

sions were 71, 177, and 386 (all g CH4 h
–1) for the 84, 167,

Table 1. Comparison of 48-h average emission for the Gaussian Plume (GP), central Gaussian Plume (cGP), and
backward Lagrangian stochastic (bLs) approaches. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.2022.00021.t1

Method
48-h Average

Emission (g h–1) Range (%)
48-h Average

Emission (g h–1) Range (%)
48-h Average

Emission (g h–1) Range (%)

Known 84 167 313

GP 12 –100, þ500 26 –100, þ500 122 –100, þ500
cGP 71 –100, þ359 177 –100, þ802 386 –100, þ860
bLs 86 –100, þ805 191 –100, þ1,885 367 –100, þ946

Range presents the range of uncertainties individual measurements can be from the average emissions presented as an uncertainty.

Figure 5. (A) Emissions calculated using the downwind Gaussian Plume (GP) equation and backward
Lagrangian stochastic (bLs) model. (B) Cumulative average emissions using the downwind GP equation and bLs
model data. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.2022.00021.f5
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and 313 g CH4 h–1 releases, respectively (Table 1). The
minimum uncertainty in an individual measurement in
all cases was –100%, while the maximum uncertainty in
an individual measurement was þ359%, þ802%, and
þ860% for the 84, 167, and 313 g CH4 h–1 releases,
respectively (Figure 5).

Using the bLs approach, the average calculated emis-
sions were 86, 191, and 367 (all g CH4 h

–1) for the 84, 167,
and 313 g CH4 h–1 releases, respectively (Table 1). Mini-
mum uncertainty in individual measurements was
–100%, and the maximum uncertainty was þ805%,
þ1,885%, and þ946% for the 84, 167, and 313 g CH4 h

–1

releases, respectively (Figure 5).
For both the cGP and bLs approaches, the cumulative

average emissions converged to ±50% of the known
release rate within 24 h (Figure 5B). For the 84 and
167 g CH4 h

–1 emissions, the cumulative average emission
converges on the known emission to within ±15% of the
known release rate within 48 h. The emission estimate for
the 313 g CH4 h–1 for both the cGP and bLs approaches
remains at þ25% of the known release rate after 48 h.

4. Conclusions
4.1. Leak detection

This study investigated the use of low-cost sensors to
detect of CH4 leakage from O&G infrastructure and calcu-
late emission rates. All tests were done in a controlled
environment where only 1 emission point was active, and
the point was exactly known; there was no uncertainty in
the location, rate, and positioning of the sensor relative to
the emission point. Therefore, these tests represent an
upper bound on the accuracy and utility of this type of
sensor.

When deployed as described earlier, the sensors
reported CH4 mixing ratios from 0.79 to 39.1 ppm during
the measurement period. The lower end of this range,
below the expected background of 1.92 ppm, coincided
with periods where the relative humidity was less than
30%, and the sensors report highly inaccurate readings
in line with previous studies (Eugster and Kling, 2012;
Riddick et al., 2020). This highlights one of the major
shortcomings of using low-cost sensors for fence-line
monitoring: Instabilities in the sensor reduce periods
when reliable information can be collected.

Another shortcoming of using low-cost sensors for leak
detection is that each individual sensor needs to be indi-
vidually calibrated. Each TGS2611-E00 sensor responds
differently to changes in CH4 concentration (Table S1),
requiring independent calibration against the range of
concentrations observed in the field using a high precision
trace gas analyzer, while controlling key environmental
parameters, such as humidity.

Results of 3 experiments demonstrate the utility of
detection strategies: Scenario 1—Calculate average mixing
ratio enhancements over a range of fixed periods of time,
Scenario 2—Calculate running average mixing ratio
enhancements, and Scenario 3—Calculate a 5-min aver-
aged mixing ratio enhancement for sensors that turn on
every 5 s, 10 s, 30 s, 1 min, and 5 min. For the medium
(167 g CH4 h

–1) and large (313 g CH4 h
–1) emissions, there

does not seem to be a preferable strategy. In all 3 strate-
gies, mixing ratio enhancement thresholds of 2 ppm and
3 ppm were exceeded by one of the sensors 100% of the
time. For the 84 g CH4 h–1 emission rate, only a 2 ppm
enhancement threshold will result in a detection, and
Scenarios 1 and 2 detected emissions twice as often as
Scenario 3. In conclusion, it does not seem to matter what
approach is used as the results for each are relatively
similar. Interestingly, results from the on/off approach
do not seem to affect the detection capabilities of the
system, and a sensor system that takes a measurement
every 5 min is only half as good as a system measuring
and reporting mixing ratios every 5 s. A caveat should be
added that these are the results from a continuously run-
ning system, and the outcomes may be different from an
intermittent emission source.

An improvement to low-cost sensing deployment could
be using multiple, colocated sensors to generate an aver-
age mixing ratio between the sensors and give more con-
fidence to the mixing ratio measurements. The
shortcoming of this is that 2 sensors require twice as
much power, and in many deployments, low power is as
important as low cost. Care should be taken when identi-
fying a site-specific event threshold as background emis-
sions from neighboring sites or from process vents on the
facility could reach these concentrations depending on
the proximity and location of the background sources,
especially of a relatively low threshold (3 ppm) is chosen.
An appropriate event threshold that will minimize false
positive indications while still providing enough sensitiv-
ity to identify emission sources consistent in rate with
those observed in leak surveys will prove difficult to
establish.

4.2. Quantifying emissions

Using this fence-line approach presents an attractive
option for O&G companies to continuously measure leak-
age rates remotely. A simple GP inversion using all of the
measured concentrations produced unreasonable average
emission estimates because of the inability of the equa-
tion to parameterize lateral dispersion at distances less
than 100 m when the sensor was on the edge of the
plume. This highlights the biggest issues with the GP
equation: It lacks internal quality controls which evaluate
inputs and signal if input data are insufficient to produce
an accurate result.

Using an alternative method that has either internal
(bLs) or forced (cGP) checks on whether the detector can
realistically detect the plume at a distance downwind can
result in the calculation of representative emission esti-
mates. The bLs approach models the random-walk path of
particles from source to detector, and measurements are
rejected (“emission ¼ –9,999” in model output) when it is
infeasible that a detector will observe an emission from
the source. Similarly, the data selection method used in
the cGP approach discards measurements where concen-
trations are low. The bLs averaged emissions are higher
than the cGP (Figure 5A and B), which may be an artifact
of the directional nonfiltering in the bLs approach where,
similar to the GP approach, large emissions caused by
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measurement on the edge of the plume can be retained in
the data set.

The main shortcoming of the cGP method is that a rep-
resentative amount of mixing ratio data must be collected
and processed before being binned by wind direction and
the most suitable bin used in the analysis. Unlike the cGP,
the bLs can run in near real time and calculate emissions
as data are collected. The shortcoming of the bLs is that
the uncertainty bounds of individual measurements are
much larger (approximately factor of 2) than individual
measurements of the cGP. Despite this, the cumulative
average emission calculated using the cGP and bLs
approaches is within ±50% of the known release rate
within 24 h and ±25% after 48 h (Figure 5B).

The major assumption used in these analyses is that the
location of the emission point is known. In an actual
deployment, the location of the emissive part of equipment
is generally unknown, even though the location of some
sources such as vents and pressure relief valves will be
known and must be estimated prior to employing a method
to estimate the emission rate. Locating the source in x, y, z
space is typically accomplished by observing elevated mix-
ing ratios from multiple sensors and using wind direction
to estimate possible origin points. This method requires
wind directions to vary substantially (or many fence-line
monitors) and has substantial location errors. At the largest
sites, there are thousands of possible emission points on
well pads spread over square kilometer, which may be fur-
ther screened/confounded by emitting vents. The challenge
of localization is nontrivial, and it is unclear whether it can
be accomplished using low-cost sensors. Lack of an accurate
leak position injects an additional challenge into fence-line
monitoring in general and into employing a low-cost sensor
for these systems.

4.2. Community monitoring

Results developed here indicate that community monitor-
ing efforts should proceed with caution despite positive
results reported in some recent studies (Collier-Oxandale
et al., 2018; Okorn et al., 2021), as these systems are further
from sites and often with less knowledge of potential
sources of emissions. From a practical standpoint, current
low-cost sensors also present deployment challenges for
nonscientists, including calibration and filtering data for
meteorological conditions incompatible with the sensors’
capabilities (humidity) or simple emission rate estimation
methods (stability and wind speed).

4.3. Future directions

There is some evidence that new types of low-cost sensors
may reach the market in 1–3 years, potentially improving
the stability of low-cost sensors and possibly improving
the response or accuracy at the low mixing ratios seen
in fence-line monitoring. While this would reduce the
need to calibrate individual sensors, and potentially sup-
port quality output at low relative humidity, the require-
ments to filter the data and estimate the location of the
emission point are unlikely to change.

The analysis presented here uses an uncomplicated GP
equation with very simplified approximations for the

micrometeorology, that is, the PGSC. It is possible that
more complex dispersion modeling, such as computation
fluid dynamics, for example, Sonderfeld et al. (2017),
could be developed and integrated with in situ data col-
lection software to provide real-time emissions from more
wind directions.

If the caveats of calibration are addressed, modeling is
improved, and deployment location is optimized for each
site, there is reason to believe that fence-line systems
could be used routinely to detect fugitive emissions from
O&G infrastructure. This would inform leak and detection
programs across the world and improve response time to
isolate and repair leaks. It is less clear whether the same
sensors will be capable of generating quantified estimates
of emissions, or whether those estimates can handle the
highly variable emissions often seen at O&G facilities.
Considering both detection and quantification, care
should be taken to not blindly adopt low-cost continuous
monitors as a replacement of existing LDAR methods, or
to blindly trust quantification estimates from these sys-
tems due to the practical limitations associated with the
high spatial and temporal variability of O&G emissions.
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